


Security measures for data protection
Flat-rate service

The machine condition data of customers are treated 
with great care in our infiSYS V-Assist service: (1) Data 
encryption to and from our cloud platform, (2) VPN 
(Virtual Private Network) connection between your 
on-site CMS and infiSYS V-Assist center.
Our basic service is a flat-rated with a fixed annual 
subscription fee. 

No matter whether you are or will be the customer of 
SHINKAWA's vibration analysis and diagnosis system 
--infiSYS or ZARK & Machine Dossier, services such as 
optimal system deployment and configuration, alarm 
email notification, monthly report, as well as the inquiry 
support on vibration and system operation are included.

You are also welcome to contact us for vibration analysis 
and diagnosis  of  your  rota t ing machines even i f  
non-SHINKAWA’s CMS is installed.

By connecting the CMS* 1  

installed on customer’s site 
or accessing directly the 
customer portal on Machine 
Dossier in AWS, machine 
conditions can be monitored 
and analyzed by machinery 
condition analyst (Vibration) 
experts* 2   in  our Remote 
Sensing Center.

*2 Certified by JSME (The Japan Society of 
　 Mechanical Engineers) in  accordance with 
　 ISO 18436-2.

ZARK & Machine Dossier Cloud-based Condition Monitoring System

(Pump, Fan, Motor, etc.) (Pump, Fan, Motor, etc.)

【ZARK Nano】 【ZARK Nano】

【ZARK X8 Ⅱ】

Customer Wireless AP / Router

Wireless LAN or Wired LAN

Bluetooth® LE Bluetooth® LE

Machine Dossier（AWS）

infiSYS 3.0 Condition Monitoring System

infiSYS RV-200 Vibration Analysis & Diagnosis System

【DAQpod】
 DP-2000

【DAQpod】
 AP-2000

【VM-5 Monitor 
or 3rd Party Monitor】

【VM-7B Monitor】

HUB

(Pump, Fan, Motor, etc.) (Turbine / Compressor, etc.) (Turbine / Generator, etc.)

infiSYS View Station*1infiSYS Remote View Station*2

infiSYS
RV-200 System

*1   A computer workstation with infiSYS Analysis View software
(infiSYS 3.0 or RV-200) installed for machine condition data 
collection and monitoring.

*2  A PC equipped with software that enables analysis 
equivalent to that of a View Station at a location remote from 
the infiSYS View Station.

SHINKAWA Remote Sensing Center

VPN

VPN

BENEFIT

Alleviation of your concerns 
on vibration issues

SHINKAWA specializes in "vibration".  If you are concerned about 
lacking vibration expertise of your own, we can provide our expertise 
service and consultation on various vibration problems, including 
vibration monitoring system operation and settings, to make you be 
able to focus on other important tasks.

Time Savings

Monthly reports to customers by our vibration diagnostic experts 
provide summarized information including the occurrence of alarms, 
the estimated causes of abnormal symptoms, and the history of 
malfunctions. It can save customers a lot of time and facilitate 
customers to schedule appropriate maintenance plans.
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*Optional service that includes simple and/or detailed diagnostic reports to the customer.

Reduction 
of Maintenance Costs

Monthly reports and diagnostic reports* provide the health information 
of rotating machinery, as well as the probable causes when the signs 
of deterioration or failure are recognized based on our evaluation 
logic and criteria. This may facilitate customers to prioritize and 
schedule the plan of necessary maintenance, procurement of 
replacement parts, resulting in lower TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) 
with various cost factors including fewer parts stockage and less time 
of production stop.
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Improvement 
of Equipment Operating Rates

The slight abnormal sign in rotating machinery like pumps, fans, and 
motors can be detected in the early stage and notified via alarm 
notification emails such that the production loss caused by sudden 
machine stoppages can be alleviated with improved equipment 
operating rates.
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*1 CMS: Condition Monitoring System

Customer

(Pump, Fan, Motor, etc.) (Pump, Fan, Motor, etc.)

【ZARK Nano】 【ZARK Nano】

【ZARK X8 Ⅱ】

Bluetooth® LE Bluetooth® LE

infiSYS
View Station*1

infiSYS 3.0 System

WLAN AP

Wireless LAN


